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Investment Objective 
 
The VIP Fixed Interest Portfolio aims to provide a high level of income over the medium to long term through investment 
in a diversified portfolio of Australian fixed income securities including Government and Semi Government Bonds, Managed 
Funds, Term Deposits and Cash. 
 
The portfolio invests in 4 to 10 fixed income securities including Government and Semi Government Bonds, Managed Funds, 
Term Deposits and Cash that are managed with a bottom up approach while taking top down economic considerations into 

consideration. 

 
 

 
Performance Review 
 
The VIP Fixed Interest portfolio generated a -0.27% 

return for the month and -0.19% over the last 3 months. 

This was against the Bloomberg AusBond Composite 
index return of 1.22% over the month and 0.67% over 
the quarter. 
 
The portfolio underperformed the index by 1.49% over 
the month, and outperformed the index 0.86% over the 

last 3 months. 
 
 
The post-fees returns for the Investment and 
Superannuation & Pension portfolios are shown in the table 
below. 

 

 

 
 
Portfolio Exposure 
 
The portfolio is allocated across Australian and 

International fixed interest sectors as capital loss fears 
from the Quantitative Easing Tapering program have 

ceased. 
 
 

 

 

 



 

Month in Review - Economic & Market Commentary 

 

Stock Profile: TPG Telecom 
While our investors are regularly notified of changes to the VIP Portfolios and the reasons behind them in our monthly 
reports, much of this can leave a sense of curiosity as to what the company we have invested in actually does. Our monthly 

review for January will highlight TPG Telecom, an Australian telecommunications and IT company that specialises in 

consumer and business internet services as well as mobile telephone services. It is a recent acquisition of our portfolios and 
as such is held in the VIP Growth, Balanced, and Conservative portfolios, as well as the Australian Share Leaders Portfolio.  
 
Total Peripherals Group or TPG was established in 1986 by David Teoh, and later executed a reverse takeover (the takeover 
of a public company by a smaller company) of SP Telemedia Limited in 2008. from there on, the company became known 
as TPG Telecom and has since risen to become Australia’s second largest internet provider among offering other products 
and services including networking, OEM services, mobile phone services, and accounting software. Since 2008, the company 

has made several acquisitions, major ones including the purchasing of AAPT Ltd from Telecom New Zealand in 2013, a move 
that has allowed TPG to gain access to AAPT’s fibre-optic network of which we’ll discuss in due course. The acquisition of 
iiNet (Australia’s 3rd largest internet provider) was also significant, as it enabled TPG to become the second largest provider 
after Telstra.  
 
In terms of business strategy, TPG is the price leader of the industry and as a result has earned ‘strong organic market 
share gains over several years,’ as noted by adviser research centre Morningstar. The price leading strategy is well supported 

by the fact that owning AAPT as well as PIPE Networks, both of which provide TPG with control of fibre-optic infrastructure, 
has enabled the company to reduce both international and domestic backhaul expenses (backhaul – the infrastructure 
required to connect new developments to the wider telecommunications network). Significantly, this also puts TPG in a 

comfortable position to adjust to the structural changes that will come with the National Broadband Network (NBN) rollout.  
 
This leads on to one of the most predominant reasons the VIP Investment Committee decided to invest in TPG Telecom. 

Last December at the company’s annual general meeting, Teoh announced TPG was going after Telstra’s share of the 
telecommunications market by speeding up TPG’s fibre rollout, as well as “launching products and services at prices he 
claims the incumbent cannot match.” By targeting Telstra (which is also held in our portfolios), TPG increases pressure on 
the incumbent number 1, which is strategically aiming to reduce costs and increase profits through overseas investments.  
 
Teoh believes one of their key advantages lies in pricing, stating that “when we price something we look very long term and 
we want to ensure that Telstra can’t follow us.” The other key advantage is found in their fibre infrastructure. Fibre-optic 

systems are the most essential facet of any digital communications system, and are therefore the key to succeeding in a 
time where the country is in the process of embracing the National Broadband Network, as TPG is effectively competing 
against the NBN in the wholesale market by ‘connecting lucrative apartment buildings to NBN-like broadband services known 
as fibre-to-the-basement.’ While both Telstra and Optus have negotiated multimillion deals with streaming video giants such 
as Netflix and Stan as well as sporting codes, Teoh is largely focussed on the fibre-optic side of the business, stating that 
“we have the fibre infrastructure, this is our core business – we are not going to stop.”  
 

Given the strong acquisitions made throughout the years, not to mention a well-placed fibre infrastructure and business 
strategy, TPG Telecom is set for strong potential in our portfolios. 
 
 
 
 

Source: David Ramli, Morningstar 
 
  
 



 

Portfolio Holdings & Adjustments 

 

 
  
 

 
Performance Contributors & Detractors, and Portfolio Adjustments 

 
The Top Contributor was BT Pure Alpha Fixed Income +1.83% Top Detractors were Bentham Wholesale Global 
Income -2.13%, Realm High Income -0.23%, and RBA Bank accepted Bills 30 Days 0.17%. 
 
The VIP Investment Committee made no adjustments to the portfolio in January.  
 
 
 
 
 

Value Investment Partners Pty Ltd is a Corporate Authorised Representative (Representative No.: 409849) ABN 72 149 815 707 of Sterling Managed Investments Pty Ltd, Australian Financial Services 
Licensee (AFSL 340744). This document has been prepared for general information purposes only and not as specific advice to any particular person. Any advice contained in this document is General 

Advice and does not take into account any person’s investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. Before making any investment decision based on this advice, you should consider, 

with or without the assistance of a securities adviser, whether it is appropriate to your particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. A Product Disclosure Statement and/or 

Investment Options Document on any financial product mentioned in this document should also be obtained and read prior to proceeding with an investment decision. Futuro Financial Services and its 

representatives may have an interest or associations with the product providers detailed in this report, and will be entitled to receive remuneration for the provision of personal financial product advice 

by means of commissions and/or fees and other benefits. If you proceed with personal advice, details of remuneration and associations will be detailed in full within a Financial Services Guide and 
Statement of Advice. Although every effort has been made to verify the accuracy of the information contained in this document, Futuro Financial Services Pty Ltd, its officers, employees and agents 

disclaim all liability (except for any liability which by law cannot be excluded), for any error, inaccuracy in, or omission from the information contained in this document or any loss or damage suffered 

by any person directly or indirectly through relying on this information. 


